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Never use any fuel-burning products (stoves, lanterns, heaters, 
etc.) inside or within proximity of the Tent. Use of fuel-burning 
products inside or within proximity of the Tent can result in the 
accumulation of dangerous concentrations of carbon monoxide 
– a colourless, odourless and tasteless gas that is slightly denser 
than air. Breathing carbon monoxide could cause serious injury 
or death.

Keep all flame and heat sources away from this Tent. This Tent is 
made with flame resistant fabric but it is not fireproof. The Tent 
fabric will burn if left in continuous contact with an open flame 
or other heat source. Failure to keep all flame and heat sources 
away from this Tent may result in a fire that could cause serious 
injury or death.

Before   using   this   product,   read   and   fully    understand:
(1) attached warnings; (2) the Owner’s Manual and all 
accompanying documentation. Failure to follow these directions 
could cause an unsafe situation leading to fire, burns, severe 
injury, or death.

WARNING

USING AND CARING
RAIN PROTECTION
Use the included fly in heavy rain. The Tent is light shower proof 
without the fly but fully water proof only with the fly installed.

VENTILATION
Maintain adequate ventilation inside the Tent at all times.

CAMPSITE CHOICE
When choosing a campsite, carefully consider the possibility of 
falling rocks or tree limbs, lightning, flash floods, avalanches, 
strong winds, and other potential hazards, to reduce the risk of 
loss or injury.
Select a site that’s level, well drained, and is protected from the 
wind and other elements. Clear the campsite of sharp stones, 
sticks, and other debris, both for comfort and to protect the floor 
of the Tent. If possible, avoid setting the Tent on ground that is 
already wet. If this is not possible keep the Tent well ventilated to 
minimize humidity and condensation within the Tent.

PEGS AND ROPES
Peg down the Tent properly at all times to reduce the risk of loss 
or injury to Tent users.

All Tents require pegging to prevent them from being blown 
away in strong winds. Always anchor the Tent. Tent pegs and 
ropes are supplied to safely setup the Tent in most situations.  It 
may be necessary to purchase additional and/or specialized pegs 
and ropes for use in extreme or varied soil conditions. Maintain 
adequate ventilation inside the Tent at all times.

Tightly tensioning the Tent with attached ropes greatly increases 
the Tent’s strength and stability. This will also reduce fabric sag-
ging and wrinkles and prevent rainwater from pooling.

USING A FLOOR SAVER
A Floor Saver keeps the Tent floor clean and dry and it minimises 
floor wear and tear by protecting it from excessive abrasion.



CONDENSATION
When warm, moist air comes in contact with the cool tent fabric 
condensation can form. In most situations condensation can be 
controlled by allowing air inside the Tent to vent outside. During 
periods   of high humidity, such as during rain storms, it may be 
difficult to prevent or reduce condensation. In these situations 
ventilation could actually increase the condensation by drawing 
in more humid air.

To reduce condensation use the included Tent Fly. The Tent Fly 
is designed to reduce the temperature difference between the 
inside and outside of the Tent. It is normal to find the underside 
of the fly covered in water droplets in humid conditions.

Condensation can also collect on parts of the floor inside the 
Tent. This is also normal and does not indicate leaking fabric.

ZIPPERS
Be careful when using Tent zippers. Go slow when zipping. Make 
sure to align the zipper tracks before sliding the zipper and don’t 
exert excessive force on the zipper. If fabric gets caught in the 
zipper, stop and slowly reverse the zipper to remove. A silicone 
based lubricant may be used to improve zipping.

When dirt gets in the zipper teeth, it can cause abrasion and 
damage to the zipper sliders. You can clean the zipper teeth by 
rinsing them with water. The pressure from a regular garden 
hose will push out small sand particles.

CLEANING
If the Tent should requires cleaning, set it up and use a sponge 
with warm water to clean. If further cleaning is required, a gar-
den hose can be used to wash off any remaining dirt. Do not use 
detergent, soap, bleach, or have the Tent dry cleaned, as this may 
remove the waterproofing and/or damage the fabric. Allow the 
Tent to air-dry completely before packing or storing.

STORAGE
Packing and storing the Tent while it’s wet or damp leads to pre-
mature breakdown of the canvas and coatings. Prolonged expo-
sure to moisture causes the waterproof layer to break down, be-
coming soft, sticky and no longer waterproof. Storing a wet Tent 
can cause mildew to form on the fabric. Mildew will cause the 
Tent to stain, smell, and may lead to the premature breakdown of 
the waterproof coating. Dry the Tent thoroughly after every trip.

ANIMALS
To prevent damage from animals chewing holes in the Tent 
fabric, never store food or cooking equipment in the Tent.



SETTING UP THE OZTENT OXLEY

1PHASE Unpack the Tent and undo the 
retaining straps. The number of 
straps may vary depending on 
Tent size. Do not discard these 
straps - you will need them for 
pack up.
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Stand up the Tent. Undo the attached strap restraining the frame (A). 
Release the folded frame by pulling away the attached nylon loops (B).

Allow the frame to unfold itself onto 
the ground.

Pull all legs out as far as you can and 
peg them in place.



SETTING UP THE OZTENT OXLEY
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Push up the center hub to lock 
in the roof of the Tent. Lower 
the locked roof back down 
gently.

Pull all the arms out from the knuckles to lock 
the frame into place. You may need to push the 
Tent up a little to lock in the last knuckle.
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Peg out all ropes
and peg points. AO

P
TI

O
N Release the front awn-

ing and use the includ-
ed Awning Poles and 
ropes to set it up.
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N Throw the fly over the Tent and 
secure all plastic clips at the 
bottom. Secure Velcro straps 
after fitting.



SETTING UP THE OZTENT OXLEY

4PHASE Follow phase 1 to 3 for setting up the Tent. Pull out 
the excess canvas at the back of the Tent and peg at 
the bottom.

Assemble   the   Extension   Pole. Feed the Ex-
tension Pole gently through the sleeve at the 
back of the Tent. Allow the pole to rotate freely 
for an easier feed.

Attach the 
plastic clips 
to keep the 

pole in place.

5PHASE Tuck the extension pole 
in place as shown.



SETTING UP THE OZTENT OXLEY ACCESSORIES
Fully set up the 
Tent. Use the 
Peaking Poles 
included (if 
applicable) to peak 
up the Tent as 
illustrated.

Carefully zip on the panels. Fix the panels to the 
awning poles with the 
attached Velcro straps.

Peg down at all pegging loops.



TAKING DOWN THE OZTENT OXLEY
Note: Before packing 
the main Tent, detach 
and pack the Fly and 
all other accessories. 
Unpeg and secure all 
guy ropes and pegs. If 
you have an extended 
model take down the 
extension and pack it 
inside the main Tent.

1PHASE Close all windows. Roll up and secure the attaching awning. Pull down the center 
hub of the handle attached inside.

Unpeg all legs and fold them 
up to the centre as shown2P
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The folded Tent should look 
similar to this illustration.

Restrain the frame with the attached looped 
straps (A) and restraining strap (B).

A B



TAKING DOWN THE OZTENT OXLEY

For an easier pack up, release all buckles to 
loosen the carry bag. Put the carry bag over the 
rolled Tent. Flip over to zip up.

Gently put down the Tent. Roll it up 
as tight as possible. Restrain with 
provided retaining straps.3P
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IMPORTANT – REGISTRATION REQUIRED
FOR SALES IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
TENTS, FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES: [OZTENT, MALAMOO, JET TENT AND FOXWING]
This document sets out the terms and conditions of product warranties for Oztent, Malamoo, Jet Tent and Foxwing branded products.  It 
is an important document.  Please keep it with your proof of purchase documents in a safe place for future reference should you require 
service for your Oztent, Malamoo, JetTent or Foxwing branded product.
General Terms and Conditions
1. In this warranty
 (a) ‘Oztent’ means Oztent Australia Pty Limited ABN 
 19 050 035 964 in respect of products purchased in Australia and New Zealand;
 (b) ‘Product’ means any Oztent product purchased by you accompanied by this document;
 (c) ‘Warranty Period’ means 
  (i) where you use the Product for personal,  domestic or household purposes in Australia the period of ‘12’ months and in   
  New Zealand the period of ‘12’ months;
  (ii) where you use the Product for commercial purposes, in Australia the period of ‘6’ months and in New Zealand the   
  period of ‘6’ months, (if the period stated is 0 months you are not covered by this product warranty) 
  (iii) for Tents and Accessories (e.g. Peaked Side Panel) the period of ‘24’ months;
  (iv) for Furniture (e.g. Chairs) the period of ‘60’ months; following the date of original purchase of the Product;
 (d) ‘you’ means the purchaser of the Product not having purchased the appliance for re-sale, and ‘your’ has a corresponding   
 meaning.
2. This warranty only applies to Products purchased and used in Australia or New Zealand and is in addition to (and does not exclude, 
restrict, or modify in any way) any non-excludable statutory warranties in Australia or New Zealand.
3. Oztent warrants that, when dispatched from an Oztent warehouse, the Appliance is free from defects in materials and workmanship for 
the Warranty Period.
4. During the Warranty Period Oztent or its Authorised Service Centre will, at no extra charge if your appliance is readily accessible without 
special equipment, and subject to these terms and conditions, repair or replace any parts which it considers to be defective. You agree that 
any replaced Product or parts become the property of Oztent. This warranty does not apply to guy ropes, tent pegs, or similar perishable 
parts.
5. Parts and Products not supplied by Oztent are not covered by this warranty.
6. Where you are within an Oztent service area, this warranty covers the cost of transport of the Product only to and from Authorised Service 
Centres of Oztent (“ASC”) and travelling costs for representatives of the ASC to and from your home or business.  If you are outside an Oztent 
service area, or you are claiming for an accessory you will bear these costs. For information about whether you are within an Oztent service 
area, or information on your nearest ASC please phone 1800 OZTENT or 1800 698368 in Australia, or +61 2 8706 5100 in New Zealand.
7. Proof of purchase is required before you can make a claim under this warranty.  
8. You may not make a claim under this warranty unless the defect claimed is due to faulty or defective parts or workmanship.  Oztent is not 
liable in the following situations (which are not exhaustive):



 (a) The Product is damaged by:
  (i) accident
  (ii) misuse or abuse, including failure to properly maintain or service
  (iii) normal wear and tear
  (iv) storm damage or improper storage
  (v) incomplete or improper installation
  (vi) incorrect, improper or inappropriate operation
  (vii) insect or vermin infestation.
 (b) The Product is modified without authority from Oztent in writing.
 (c) The Products model number, serial number or warranty seal has been removed or defaced.
 (d) The Product was serviced or repaired by anyone other than Oztent or its Authorised Service Centres.
9. This warranty, the contract to which it relates and the relationship between you and Oztent are governed by the law applicable in the 
Australian State where the Product was purchased or the law applicable in New Zealand if the Product was purchased in New Zealand. 
Where the Product was purchased in New Zealand for business purposes the Consumer Guarantee Act does not apply.
Limitation of Liability
10. To the extent permitted by law: 
 (a) Oztent excludes all warranties other than as contained in this document;
 (b) Oztent shall not be liable for any loss or damage whether direct or indirect or consequential  arising from your purchase, use or   
 non-use of the Product.
11. Provisions of the Trade Practices Act and State consumer legislation in Australia, and the Consumer Guarantees Act, the Sale of Goods 
Act and the Fair Trading Act in New Zealand, imply warranties or conditions, or impose obligations, upon Oztent which cannot be excluded, 
restricted or modified.  To the extent permitted by law, the liability of Oztent (if any) arising out of or in relation to the Product or any services 
supplied by Oztent shall be limited (where it is fair and reasonable to do so),:
 (a) in the case of Products, at its option, to the replacement or repair of the Product or the supply of equivalent products or the   
payment of the cost of replacing the Product or having the Product repaired or of acquiring equivalent Product. Upon being replaced, parts 
and Products become the property of Oztent; or 
 (b) in the case of services, at its option, to the supply of the services again or the payment of the cost of having the services re-
supplied; and in the case of Products or services supplied in New Zealand, loss or damage whether direct or indirect or consequential that is 
reasonably foreseeable.

Privacy 
You acknowledge that in the event that you make a warranty claim it will be necessary for Oztent and its Authorised Service Centres to 
exchange information in relation to you to enable Oztent to meet its obligations under this warranty.

Important Notice
Before calling for service please check carefully the owner’s manual, use and care instructions and the warranty terms and conditions.



Oztent Australia Pty Limited
service@oztent.com    |    www.oztent.com


